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Whiterun treasure map

As you explore the world of Skyrim you will discover a series of Treasure Maps. These maps show small pictures from certain places where precious treasure can be found. This Treasure Map Wizard will list the location of all treasure maps as well as the location of the hidden treasure. Feel free to leave a
comment or information about other maps, the more people we contribute, the faster we can all find treasure. One of the Guest Heroes was nice enough to add a video compilation for all treasure maps. A video has been added to each map. A big thank you to TheWorldAsunder for providing links to these
videos. Treasure Map I - Thanks guest hero Megamots Map Location: Treasure Location: Head directly south of those first few stones you go to the beginning of the game. You can take that first trip south of those stones until you come to the sign on the right. Take the right of this sign and following this
path until you see the bandit camp on the left after a short walk. Map II - Special Thanks to Guest Hero TheWorldAsunder Map Location: Journeyman's Corner, southeast of Winterhold, in knapsack between the table and the fire. I have to fight a bandit here. Treasure Location: Near the waterfall on the
east side of the Valtheim Towers Treasure Map III – Thanks to Guest Hero fmfdoc &amp; TheWorldAsunder Map Location: Riverside shack near Windhelm its on river morgrim.. Watch out for the cave bear inside the shack. Its fortress, which begins M M Mov something or other place of treasure: Along
the coast next to the lighthouse of Solitude. Treasure Map IV Map Location: Redorans Retreat, run west from Whiterun to Fort Greymoor, then head north. Treasure Location: Pelagia Farm Outsite Whiterun. Leading south-west high into the mountains, on a large map it's only northeast of the small blue
part as the snow begins. Map V - Special Thanks guest hero TheWorldAsunder Map Location: Angi camp (In the mountains south of Falkreath. You will have to head east from Falkreath and just past Pinereach you will see a path that goes into the mountains on the south side. Take it and go back west.
When you see a branching path with a bear trap, you've found the right path.) Inside the cabin, in the end table next to the bed. Treasure Location: At the Waterfalls of Lost Valley Redoubt - east of Gloomreach. Treasure Map VI - Special Thanks to Guest Hero TheWorldAsunder Map Location: The dead
female Woodelf at the summit northwest of Volunruud (Volunruud is a ruin that is largely in the middle of the Triangle of Dawnstar, Morthal and Whiterun.) Nearby you will find a male Wood Elf with a blood trail leading to her. Treasure Location: Korvanjund. At the top of the arch barrow, next to the tree.
Map VII - Special Thanks to Guest Hero TheWorldAsunder Map Location: Traitor post, inside the chest in hiding. Location: Inside the outer walls of Skala Sibenice. Just below the rock with a loop hanging from it. Map VIII – Special thanks to Guest Hero TheWorldAsunder Map Location: The dead hunter
near some horkers. This is on the coast north/northeast of Winterhold Treasure Place: Dragonbridge. First , go to the bag next to the tree opposite the bridge. It holds the key to the chest, which is in the river northeast of the bridge. (The map leads to both of these places. However, you can choose a lock
on your chest as well.) Treasure Map IX - Thanks to Guest Hero Jake Gav Map Location: IX is on the dead body of Lucky L.(not exactly lucky enough) tree fell into his house and killed him, so you don't actually have to kill him yourself. His house is unmarked on the map. I don't remember the exact
location, but it's right on the water somewhere between Ivarstead and Fort Amol. Treasure Location: I haven't found the treasure yet, but I know it's near Riften in the very bottom corner of the map. I hope I could help Treasure Map X – Thanks guest hero TheWorldAsunder Map Location: Stony Creek
Cave south of Windhelm. Bandit thug carries it. Treasure Location: An underwater chest right next to the stone ladies on the lake north of Falkreach Check out our Older Scrolls V: Skyrim Guide Guide for all our guides, including housing, trainers and more. Follow us on Twitter! Do you like this game
guide? Follow us on Facebook and keep up to date with all our Elder Scrolls In: Skyrim Walkthrough Guides! Subscribe to our Youtube channel to be the first to see our future game guide videos. Tags: Game Guides, PC Guides, PlayStation 3 Guides, Xbox 360 Guides in: Skyrim: Locations, Skyrim:
Books Edit Share For Other Uses, see Treasure Maps. Treasure Maps Older Scrolls in: Skyrim reveal the location of hidden treasure chests. Although they appear to be simple wooden chests, they contain the booty equivalent of a boss's chest. Maps may not be in the inventory to find treasure, but they
must be read. If one is looking for treasure without reading the map, he won't be there. Treasure Map I [edit | edit source] Map Location: After leaving Helgen and splitting the path with Ralof / Hadvar at the beginning of the game, follow the dusty path until it meets the cobblestones path. Turn left. Follow
this path until arriving at the sign with instructions on Riverwood, Helgen and Falkreath. Take the first left after this sign (traveling to the southwest), then look left while walking down the road. It's going to be on one of the bandits in a small camp. Location: Bandit Camp: Ilinalta Foothills Treasure Location:
Go straight across the river in Riverwood. One sees a huge trunk of the tree lying. The chest will be there. Treasure Map II [Edit | Edit Source] Treasure Map III [Edit | Edit Source] Map Location: Found in Riverside chest with a balanced lock. A saber cat or cave bear is usually inside, feasting on the bones
of a fisherman. Light Armor Skill Book By Rislav Fair is inside a shack under two other books on the left side of the library. Treasure Location: Follow the coast around the northwest side of the solitude lighthouse, northeast of Solitude. The treasure chest is behind a rock on the shore under a huge boulder
that comes to a point at the top. It is easiest to find out if swimming into the sea north of the lighthouse and aligning with the image shown on the map. There are many mudcrabs along the coast and two Nirnroot near the lighthouse. Treasure Map IV [edit | edit source] Map Location: Found in Retreat
Redoran in the chest near the bandit boss. (1.2 Updating the game may be causing treasure not to be present for some players even with treasure maps. Update 1.3.7.0 addresses this.) Treasure Location: This leads to a treasure trove located behind pelagia farm south and slightly west of Whiterun. The
chest is actually southwest of the farm, but the map shows that a person will have to start east. (The next section does not follow the map). Start with your forehead to the front of the windmill. From there, go south uphill. Once on the path of dark snow, start moving directly west. One passes around a tall
tree with a snow cover of the trunk and branches only in the upper half. Continue to go west; Soon, one comes to his chest on a little snowy bush. Treasure Map V[edit | edit source] Map Location: Found in the end table in an angi's bedroom. Treasure Location: Near the base of the Bard's Summit jump.
After falling from a large waterfall, follow the left aqueuct (taking the way down it suggested) all the way down. The chest can be found in the very place where the falls meet the river, behind the waterfall. The chest is underwater by a large rock, but visible. Treasure Map VI[edit | edit source] Map Location:
Bloody Trail (unmarked location). An easy way to find a dead female Wood Elf is to head northwest of Volunruud uphill towards the top of the mountain (towards the Shrine of Mehrunes Dagon) until it hits the blood trail. Follow the blood trail to the left of the rock carved to find it. A balanced bow is along
the route. Dead male Wood Elf lies at the other end of the pavement, suggesting the altercation occurred over the map. This map can be easily found by heading uphill directly from Volunruud with the west and north visible on the compass. Treasure Location: Korvanjund; chest is located on top of the
arch near the tree. Treasure Map VII[edit | edit source] Treasure map VIII [edit | edit source] Treasure map IX [edit | edit source] Map Location: Found on lucky lorenz body under Lucky Lorenz shack, next to an abandoned prison. Treasure Location: Hidden behind the cataracts of a waterfall riften. It is
located on the east side of the mountain next to Riften. Down the eastern road from Riften to the bridge and look to the right. The left bank of the creek leads up to the bandit's handle, Broken Helm Hollow. Treasure map X [edit | edit source] Map Location: found in Stony Creek Cave Treasure Location:
from Lady Stone south of Ilinalta Deep, face north-east towards a rocky peninsula on the edge of the lake. Swim northeast toward the rocky peninsula. The chest is at the bottom of the lake, halfway to the peninsula. Fort Neugrad Treasure Map[edit | edit source] Main article: Fort Neugrad Treasure Map
Map Location: found in the chest on top of the roof of Fort Neugrad, which is southeast of Helgen. Treasure Location: East of the fortress, half buried on snowy slopes above the lake. Velehk Sain's treasure map [edit | edit source] Main article: Velehk Sain's treasure map Deathbrand Treasure Map DR
[edit | edit source] Main article: Deathbrand Treasure Map Location: It can be looted from a pirate captain in the headwaters of Harstrad or from a pirate captain on Haknir's Shoal. Treasures Places: This map leads to four treasure chests located on the north-east coast, south-east coast, south-west coast
and northwest coast of Solstheim Island. Note: Deathbrand Treasure Map is only available with Elder Scrolls V: Dragonborn installed. Trivia [edit | edit source] Some of the treasure chests found over ten treasure maps can fill themselves over time, as well as other chests. Adding treasure maps using
console commands on your PC will not treasure chest friction. A note can be found in an unmarked camp near the river, east of Geirmund Hall, leading to treasure. Errors [edit | edit source] This section contains errors related to Treasure Maps (Skyrim). Before adding an error to this list, consider the
following: Reload the old save to confirm that the error is still happening. If the error still occurs, please post an error report with the appropriate system template 360/XB1,PS3/PS4,PC/MAC,NX,depending on the platform(s) the error occurred on. Be descriptive in putting errors and corrections, but avoid
interviews in description and/or using first-person anecdotes: such discussions belong to the relevant forum board.  PC 360 PS3 On some occasions, after the prezk presides maps chests will not be friction, as a result of patch 1.2. It can be fixed by loading a new save file and reading maps, then traveling
to a place, but not always.  360 Treasure Maps may accidentally disappear from dragonborn inventory when entering certain locations. See also [edit | edit source] Fort Neugrad Treasure Map Velehk Sain's Treasure Map Appearances [edit | edit source] The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Elder Online Skyrim:
Skyrim Sites: Books * Publication: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means, at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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